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Summary
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Digital laboratory

Company Name

Advanced softwares and digital solutions in
the Smart Agri-food

Company Name

Deep Learning for Enterprise and Fintech
Solutions

Company Name

YOUR LITTLE GARDEN IN THE BIG CITY,
BE FARMER OF YOUR OWN FOOD!

Content
URL
3DRap is a digital lab. Our main goal is allow anyone to develop their idea simply starting from a draft on paper, and being assisted during all steps of
Design, engineering and implementation stages, reducing costs and development times. Advanced 3D CAD software, 3D printers, 3D scanners, laser
cutting, are just a few of the our possible applications. Through our website, 3drap.it, we invite anyone to send us his idea for make it concrete and
realized, with a special section of contact: "Materialize your idea".
http://www.3drap.it
EZ Lab is an Italian startup specialized in advanced softwares and digital solutions in the Smart Agri-food sector with the aim to support the
Agriculture Industry and to increase the high quality production. AgriOpenData by Ez Lab is a unique farm management platform for the traceability
and the certification of agricultural products, sustainable activities as well as of the entire supply chain. AgriOpenData aims to reach all the actors
involved in the agri-food chain from the producer to the final consumer. Specially addressed to farms, Agro-organizations and large scale retailers for
a correct data management, required for the traceability and the certification of agricultural products.
http://www.ezlab.it
Axyon AI offers Deep Learning-powered Artificial Intelligence solutions for finance. Started in 2013 as a R&D effort by its parent company (DM Digital
SRL), Axyon relies on three different competitive advantages to set itself in a powerful position to become a market leader in providing highly accurate
predictive solutions to the finance sector: - Technology: a proprietary and finance-tailored Deep Learning platform (Axyon Platform) specifically built
for fast predictive model development. - Experience: starting in 2015, we completed several successful POCs in finance, from credit risk to trading,
from marketing to wealth management. - Skills: a well-balanced team, supported by a strong ecosystem and partners.
http://axyon.ai
Winner of Blue Ribbon in NewYork for Design and sustainability“
Super simplified Home Organic Farming"
Our “Smart urban organic farming” solution is based on an optimized food nutritional layers symbiotic systems and on mycorrhiza fungi, a symbiotic
association between a fungus and the roots of a vascular host plant. We can have plants with 300% more roots and that grow faster and healthier.
BioPic makes organic farming very fast, cool and simple. Inside your home or balcony or terrace. With BioPic you can be Farmer of your own food. www.biopic.it
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Company Name

Insects for feed your future need

Codingando Srl

Software channel manager for clothing stores

BY-entO uses insects as innovative and sustainable source for cosmetical, nutraceutical and pharmaceutical purposes. Our products are oils and
creams for the beauty and the care of the skin, capsules and powders as food supplements, chemicals for biotech and medicine. Insects are the
answer to the environmental issues, into a Planet where the resources are scarce. They constitute a valuable source of proteins, omega and
functional and highly differentiated molecules. Our targets are represented not only by commercial channels for the distribution of our products to the
consumers sensitive about nature and innovation, but also by the farmers interested in breeding of the insects as a part of our network.
http://www.byento.com
Startup
Transforming ideas in bug-proof code. This is the mission of CODINGANDO, a startup that realizes cloud software, apps, ecommerce and custom
code. Always looking for the right process: from design, to infrastructure, to wireframes, to design, testing, bug fixing, and upgrading. We work
following a timely and schematic path that brings you to the concrete goal. If there is a problem, Codingando will fix it. If there is an idea, Codingando
will make it an action. Coding is a very serious business and we do it playing. Codingando is the right interlocutor for companies that want to develop
ambitious and personalized projects in web, app and cloud Sas.
http://www.codingando.com Startup

Data-center

Uber, the largest taxi company, owns no vehicle, Airbnb, the largest real estate provider &ndash; owns no house, Cubbit is going to be the largest
data-center, without owning any server. Our users connect their storage and obtain an unlimited Free Cloud service. At the same time we turning
them into a distributed data-center, and thanks to that Cubbit can sell CDN, Fog or Cloud Computing services. Two main targets: 1] Consumers and
SMEs that save their data on Cloud Storage services like Dropbox. They are looking for a more convenient and better performing storage solution. 2]
Corporates that need to use CDN, cloud and fog computing services to distribute, collect or process huge amount of data
http://www.cubbit.net

Cubbit

Floome

Fullover

HORUS TECHNOLOGY
K-Tree

LEAFGREEN

Monitors the alcohol level of anyone, anytime,
anywhere
Floome transforms tablets and smartphones into alcohol trackers
FULLOVER Srl is a young startup company, founded at november 2015 for develop a patent based at idea of founders: A system for self tiketing for
jump the queue at cash payment. All the staff with high experience in field work team are direct by CEO Giancarlo Cassani with more 25 year
experience in SW development. Award 2016 for best innovative project by Confcommercio, ("premio dei premi"), and CNA Ravenna award 2016.
Award in march 2017 at "Expo-Sition" EPSON meeting of Arese (MI) with "PIEAPP" best outside project. Partnership with EPSON for release a
solution with fiscal printer "Intelligent" series FP81 and FP90 expected 1'500'000 pieces in the EU by 2019. Affilied at Microsoft BizSpark Plus
Self tiketing
Program.
We are a young and dynamic company developing advanced technologies, products and services that harness the power of Artificial Intelligence,
Deep Learning and Computer Vision.
We believe that using today's technology we can make the difference and improve the way people work and live. Our mission is to develop future
technologies to improve life for present and future generations.
Develop future technologies to improve life for present and future generations
Data Mining
Data Mining
Leafgreen offers a highly innovative solution to take care of your body in order to reduce the level of stress to which each of us may be subjected.
Leafgreen deals with the production of cosmetic from organic plants thanks to a high tech patented process which implies the insertion of fresh herbs
Multipurpose cosmetic for a sensory
or flowers and lysates from biofermentation into the product. In this way we can obtain an organic certified product with a high cosmetic functionality
experience
and aromatherapy properties.
The Leafgreen products increase the closeness to nature: thanks to the special patent used we can insert fresh medicinal plants in our cosmetic.
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horus.tech/
Startup
http://www.k-tree.esy.es/chi-siamo
Startup

In the era of Industry 4.0, the companies are forced to optimize the production system, by reducing time and costs. Thanks to our technicians and
patents, we have created an integrated hardware and software system which allows to introduce common instruments to analyze production and
maintenance processes.

LinUp

Optimization of the production system

Mark One S.r.l.

3D printers

Medea

Medical services

Movieday

Movie Platform

MyAppFree

Mobile marketing

Nextis4us SRL

Innovative startup

Noxamet

Chemical-pharmaceutical company

Omica

Agrifood

Pandhora

E-HEALTH

Quinoa

Highly innovative production chain

Sentetic

Cloud-based software Platform

Our Reference Market consists in World Wide Company Active in sectors: Manufacturing, Maintenance, Medical, Fitness, Supervision and Consulting
Services.
http://www.linup.it
Startup
Mark One is a unique industry. We develop and design our own 3D printers from the ground up, with the highest quality and the finest precision, using
noble and industrial automation grade materials. Our printers can be tailored to customer needs, specific requirements ranging from the machine
cosmetics to the HW-SW configuration.
http://www.3DMarkOne.comStartup
Medea is an innovative startup company that operates in the field of telemedicine. Its goal is to bring the medicine into the territory through the
development of high tech systems that allow a direct and continuous contact between the patient and medical specialists.The development of a
multifunctional platform has allowed access to a growing number of diagnostic tests, leading the medicine to a new technological level. A continuous
relationship with the doctors allows each user to be constantly evaluated and to interact with them through several examinations. Medea enables
users to make their own health networked, through simple monitoring and health consultations. Medea proposes a new approach to medicine
http://www.med-ea.it
Movieday is the first Italian web-based platform allowing our audiences to screen films in theaters. The audience-to-be can draw from Movieday’s
catalog. The Movieday platform displays a list of theaters where the film screening can take place. The event goes live on the Movieday platform,
promoting the screening among its users and followers, while collecting the audience’s pre-paid reservations on a classic crowdfunding basis. The
first smart platform dedicated to film, designed to bridge the gap between content and film exhibition through the audience’s desire and engagement,
with the aim to ultimately readjust the balance between supply and demand.
http://www.movieday.it/
The platform "MyAppFree" is an application that allows smartphone users to discover and install new apps for smartphones every day and connects
users with app developers or brands that wish to expand their mobile awareness. MyAppFree aims to automate and optimize the management of
advertising campaigns and let advertisers reach only quality audience. Users benefit of the applications offered by MyAppFree through three apps
available for Android, Windows Phone and Windows 10, using a newsletter service, and through the content offered by the press of myAppFree
partners.
Our company is an innovative startup&nbsp;supported and incubated by ASTER and ALMACUBE,&nbsp;created with the aim of revolutionizing the
bar ecosystem by offering a product that is synonymous of high quality and can help those who have or don't have the knowledge of a Barman to
serve always perfect cocktails. It also provides the bar owner useful information by continuously monitoring the waste and consumed alcohol&nbsp;in
his business. MIXARTISTA will be sold in the luxury market through industry fairs and co-marketing campaigns with major Italian and foreign
companies/bar's. All this will be accompanied by a strong social activity that will enable the company to do branding and promote the product
notoriously for its sales.
http://www.mixartista.it/
Noxamet project goal is to drastically reduce the use of toxic agro drugs by stimulating the natural defenses of the plants. It&rsquo;s based on
strenghtening the plants immunitary response to different kind of stress and to their resistence against pathogens such as parasites, virus and fungus
caused by controlled expositions of nitrogen monoxide. This small gaseous molecule it&rsquo;s made endogenous by plants but insufficiently to
ensure a complete protection. Giving small doses of compounds able to release additional quantity of nitrogen monoxide by donators, it&rsquo;s
possible to to raise up the plants natural defenses against pathogens Target: Hospitals, pharmaceutical companies and agriculture industries .
OMICA is an Italy-based innovative start-up founded in 2014 by a team of experts in the space and defence industry. Our business is to develop
OMICAFARM: a technological platform designed to answer all the needs of Agriculture of tomorrow. OMICAFARM integrates new emerging
technologies (Internet of Things, Earth Observation and Cloud Computing) to collect, aggregate and process billions of data generated by different
sources in agro-environmental and meteorological domains. OMICAFARM helps farmer to improve crop yield and sustainability reducing resources
consumption and costs.
The mission of Pandhora Ltd is to mitigate the effects of the disability, by providing persons with physical disabilities with tools that support the
mobility: from this idea born our wheelchairs and all our products, in their multiple models.
Pandhora was born in October 2016 from the union of an engineering company and the most important European incubator for new businesses. It is
an innovative START-UP, specializing in mechanical engineering, biomedical, patenting and prototyping of Made in Italy products. We aim primarily to
highly innovative products as well as to the special comfort and attentive to the refined aesthetic taste, which is recognized by all Italians.
This is thanks to the team work that inspires it, made up of young professionals, each contributing according to their aptitudes and skills.
Motivated by a strong interest in disability and all its related issues, the core activity of the company is represented by production of exclusive mobility
aids for persons with disabilities.
Quinoa Marche is a business idea born out of the passion for the countryside and the outstanding properties of this &ldquo;super grain&rdquo; felt by
three siblings &ndash; Oriana, Samuele and Emanuele Zannini. Our aim is to introduce and broaden the area of cultivation and processing of quinoa
in the Marche Region, by creating a highly innovative production chain that is sustainable from an environmental, social and economic viewpoint, in
order to meet the growing demand for healthy and nutritious foods.
Sentetic is a fresh approach to industrial assets maintenance using machine learning to prevent breakdowns, increase asset lifecycle, reduce
maintenance costs. It works with any connected sensors or communication protocol, and requires only a few to activate machine learning. We provide
an end-to-end Industrial Iot predictive maintenance solution, with a dedicated smart gateway device and cloud-based analytics platform and
proprietary algorithms to solve the specific problems of Assets Maintenance Management. Our solution is targeted to Manufacturing, Telecoms,
Logistics and Utility Industries, with verticals for each specific need (ex. HVAC, Electric motors, Power backup, Production lines).
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SWAP ELITE

Swap second hand clothing and accessories

Swap Èlite - In your closet is just future style
People have closet full of clothes and accessories that no longer use them.
Swap Èlite is a marketplace dedicated to swap second hand clothing and accessories, where the customer optimizes time and money to renovate the
wardrobe and the look through a service of image consulting which suggests the right style.
Swap Èlite is a democratic solution because it is not necessary to have luxury items to swap, but everything in good condition is reused and converted
into a cumulative score that serves to swap. The only cash cost is a commission for each exchange.The target is a conscious consumer who saves
without sacrificing quality because he wants to be fashion
https://www.swapelite.com/ Startup
Tikidoo enables engaging, mobile and playful experiences combining gamification, storytelling and enchanting technology to change the way families
live experiences during their holidays or free time.
The Tikidoo solution facilitates tourist operators to easily create and sell game based engaging tourist experiences for unlimited locations and allows
families to discover cities, culture and art with interaction and a lot of fun.
Our target is families with kids from 5 to 13 years on vacation or in free time. Tours and activities for families are not engaging and are expensive!
Frustration and boredom are the most widespread feelings when is about to discover cities, art and culture.
Make a proprietary digital platform, in Cloud, that enables all business operators, with a host of integrated features to rationalize and make efficient
their supply chains, online sales channels, and order management without the need for computer skills. So you can easily appear to the B2B2C ecommerce market.
Traditional retailers, that want to understand and start off with e-commerce market.
Manufacturers, Wholesalers or Craftsmen who think that their distribution chain is changing and want to acquire new sales channels.

TIKIDOO ITALIA SRL

WORK FOR TRADE

Digital platform in Cloud

Zakeke by Futurenext srl Software platform

Banale Srl

Consumer Products & Services

Mon-K Data Protection Srl Make cyber security easy

Futurenext distributes a software platform that allows customers to design and purchase online customized products. The developed platform is
offered as a cloud service (SaaS) and is a powerful scalable technology designed for any level of activity, from startups and small businesses up to
enterprise level. The use of the most advanced 2D and 3D technologies in the Internet environment gives a unique, easy, dynamic and immersive
user experience. Thanks to the full package of APIs and the development of plug-ins and extensions for the most common e-commerce platforms
(Magento, PrestaShop, etc.) the customization service can be easily integrated with any online store.

BANALE is a new italian brand of innovative accessories for commuters and travellers.
Our mission is to deliver new comfort to people on the go.
BANALE started in 2016 and up to know launched 7 products.
Our best seller is MASK, the first high performance and fine designed pollution face mask.
We are distributed in more than 15 countries among Europe, Asia and America.
Mon-K Data Protection was founded in 2013 by 2 Italian entrepreneurs with international business experience. Innovation is part of our DNA and we
are very passionate about new technologies. Our mission is to make cyber security easy. Our K-Team works together to make “your connected life”
hassle free. We want to protect your data without boring you with technical stuff or computer skills.
TARGET Secure-K Enterprise Edition & DigitalArx cater exclusively to large organizations that require high standards of reliability & security for their

https://www.tikidoo.com
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